
Check the Lib Dem “facts”

Lib Dem’s revel in false “ facts”. Everywhere I go I see large signs saying
“Lib Dems winning here”. On past form and present polls in a majority of
these cases it will be a lie as they will lose again. It is a bad form of
lie, the self serving lie. They  think people will vote for them if they
pretend lots of others will. Very often most people have no wish to vote for
them, so learning they might win is not going to change it.

Their latest national leaflet tells me “Labour are in third place in large
parts of the country”. Not in the polls the rest of us read.

It says they will “double nature” by 2050. What does that mean? How? Surely
their actual plan is to convert more farms to solar and wind installation and
put up many more pylons for grid, industrialising the landscape.

They say they “will bring down household energy bills by taxing the profits
of gas companies to deliver the savings”. How? Surely charging more for gas
to pay the tax puts our gas boiler bills up? There is  no policy to give us
free heat pumps to stop us burning gas. No policy to avoid power stations
burning gas when the wind does not blow.

They say they will “deliver real protection for people against rising
mortgage and rent payments”. As a party that pursues more regulatory controls
on landlords leading to less rented accommodation I do not see how that
works. Mortgages are mainly determined by the Independent Bank of England, an
institution they support. So how would they get rates down?

It is high time Lib Dem’s were  more thoroughly fact checked. They combine
self serving endless messages about how they think people are going to vote
with wish lists detached from reality.

I see green Ed took an internal flight the other day. He should practice what
he preaches about modes of transport.He did not have to organise such a long
distance tour criss crossing country in a way designed to maximise the use of
fossil fuels.

http://www.government-world.com/check-the-lib-dem-facts/

